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Risk-Limiting Audits

RLAs should be used in every contest of 
every election.
This can be a heavy burden at scale.
The most efficient RLAs are ballot-

comparison audits.



The Cast Vote Record Dilemma …

To publish – or not to publish
If the CVRs are published, voter privacy is 

compromised (especially where complex 
ballots are used).
If the CVRs are not published, why should the 

public believe the audit?



Published Cast Vote Records

Coercion 
with 

write-ins



Published Cast Vote Records

Coercion 
with    
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Published CVRs

Coercion 
with 

neither



Unpublished Cast Vote Records

Selected ballots are compared to 
undisclosed CVRs.
Why should someone who can’t see the CVR 

believe that it matches the physical ballot?

Perhaps we can publish commitments to 
CVRs and then disclose the selected CVRs.



Published Commitments to CVRs

Using commitments, we can enable public 
matching without publishing all CVRs and 
without compromising voter privacy.

But why should the public believe that the 
committed CVRs match the announced 
tallies?



SOBA

Secrecy-Preserving Observable Ballot-Level 
Audits (2011) – Benaloh, Jones, Lazarus, 
Lindeman, and Stark.
CVRs are split into individual contests.
A web of interlocking commitments is 

formed.



SOBA
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CVR 2: B D H

CVR 3: A E F
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The Gap

We need a clear, compelling, and well-
understood method to
Commit to CVRs,
Allow them to be selectively opened, and
Demonstrate that the committed CVRs 

match the announced tallies.



End-to-End (E2E) Verifiability

Techniques from E2E-verifiability allow CVRs to 
be
encrypted (usually with a key shared by a set 

of election trustees),
selectively decrypted (by a quorum of 

trustees), and
tallied (without individually decrypting CVRs).



Privacy-Enhanced RLAs

What does a privacy-enhanced ballot-
comparison audit look like in practice?
The steps match those of an ordinary ballot-
comparison audit with two additions.
1. Encrypted CVRs are published and proven 

to match the announced tallies.
2. CVRs selected for auditing are decrypted.



How are Selected CVRs decrypted?

Many options are available.
Assemble trustees to decrypt after the audit.
Have trustees decrypt during audit.
Enable a single administrator to decrypt 

CVRs during the audit.
Use a hybrid system.



Hybrid System (Marc Rosen)

Published CVRs are strongly encrypted with 
a joint public key shared by election trustees.
Each ballot’s encryption nonce is itself 

encrypted with an administrative key and 
that encryption is printed directly onto the 
ballot.



IRV and Other Voting Rules

We can also handle IRV and related systems 
both for privacy-enhanced audits and for E2E-
verifiability.
Assertions about the contents of each ballot 
are encrypted and collectively shown to 
match the election results.
Read the paper for details.  



Questions???
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